Leaching behaviour of low level organic pollutants contained in cement-based materials: experimental methodology and modelling approach.
The aim of this paper is the investigation of the leaching behaviour of different porous materials containing organic pollutants (PAH: naphthalene and phenanthrene). The assessment methodology of long term leaching behaviour of inorganic materials was extended to cement solidified organic pollutants. Based on a scenario-approach considering environmental factors, matrix and pollutants specificities, the applied methodology is composed of adapted equilibrium and dynamic leaching tests. The contributions of different physical and chemical mechanisms were identified and the leaching behaviour was modelled. The physical parameters of the analysed reference and polluted materials are similar. A difference in the pore size distribution appears for higher naphthalene content. The solubility of the PAH contained in the material is affected by the ionic strength and by the presence of a co-solvent; the solution pH does not influence PAH solubility. The solubility of the major mineral species is not influenced by the presence of the two PAH nor by the presence of the methanol as co-solvent in the range of the tested material compositions. In the case of the leaching of a monolith material the main transport mechanism is the diffusion in the porous system. For both mineral and organic species we observed at least two dynamic domains. At the beginning of the leaching process the released flux is due to the surface dissolution and to the diffusion of the main quantity dissolved in the initial pore solution. The second period is governed by a stationary regime between dissolution in pore water and diffusion. The model, coupling transport and chemical phenomena in the pore solution, at the monolith surface and in the leachate simulates satisfactory the release for both mineral and organic species.